In 2011, 74% of British news journalists and 67% of editors were male. Although there have been considerable changes in the prospects for women working in the media in the past few decades, women are still noticeably in the minority in the top journalistic roles, despite making up the majority of journalism students. In this book, Suzanne Franks looks at the key issues surrounding female journalists – from on-screen sexism and ageism to the dangers facing female foreign correspondents reporting...

Women journalists have changed the industry. Today, with more women reporting and writing the news, audiences and readerships have greater access to stories. As a result, more diverse and dynamic coverage of the world is possible. The Coalition strives in all its work to promote a culture of stewardship in the public interest of good journalism. Empathy and responsibility is at the heart of everything we do. Women in Journalism is the UK's leading media networking, campaigning and training organisation. We offer guidance and support for women working in print, broadcast and online around the UK and overseas, and at every stage of their careers. Our busy programme includes online and real-life seminars, workshops and "in conversation" events with leading female journalists; a mentoring scheme; an annual £4,000 award for innovative projects; industry research – and some fabulous parties! © Copyright. As journalism became a profession, women were restricted by custom and law from access to journalism occupations, and faced significant discrimination within the profession. Nevertheless, women operated as newspaper owners, editors, and journalists throughout the history of journalism. [Rick Brown, [http://www.historybuff.com/library/refwomen.html "The Emergence of Females as Professional Journalists"], HistoryBuff.com.] Women in journalism are individuals who participate in journalism. As journalism became a profession, women were restricted by custom from access to journalism occupations, and faced significant discrimination within the profession. Nevertheless, women operated as editors, reporters, sports analysts and journalists even before the 1890s. In 2017, with the #MeToo movement, a number of notable female journalists came forward to report sexual harassment in their workplaces.
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